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K Y B E R N E T I K A — VOLUME 36 ( 2 0 0 0 ) , NUMBER 1, P A G E S 2 - 2 0 

ON GENERALIZED POPOV THEORY 
FOR DELAY SYSTEMS 

S. I. NlCULESCU, V. IONESCU, D . IVANESCU1, L. DUGARD AND J . - M . DlON 

This paper focuses on the Popov generalized theory for a class of some linear systems 
including discrete and distributed delays. Sufficient conditions for stabilizing such systems 
as well as for coerciveness of an appropriate quadratic cost are developed. The obtained re
sults are applied for the design of a memoiyless state feedback control law which guarantees 
the (exponential) closed-loop stability with an £2 norm bound constraint on disturbance 
attenuation. 

Note that the proposed results extend similar ones proposed by some of the authors [11]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Control of time-delay systems is a problem of recurring interest since many physical 
processes involving transport phenomena (engineering or biological systems) can be 
modelized using delays (see, for instance Kolmanovskii and Nosov [13], Kolmanovskii 
and Myshkis [12] or Rasva [28] and the references therein) and the existence of a 
delay may induce instability or poor performances for the closed-loop schemes. 

Recently, special interest has been focused on the stabilization problem of linear 
systems including delayed state via memoryless controllers (state-feedback, output 
feedback). A classification of such controllers function of the closed-loop stability 
property, which could depend or not on the delay size has been given in [20] (and 
the references therein). 

Although the last decade has witnessed significant advances on the HQQ con
trol theory for linear systems (see [3] for a Riccati based approach or [1] for an 
LMI based approach), the Woo control for linear systems with delayed state have 
not been fully investigated. Memoryless controllers for such systems have been 
considered in [16] (frequency-domain, constant delay, state feedback), [19] (time-
domain, supplimentary constraints on the closed-loop system, LMI approach) for 
systems without uncertainties. The uncertainty case have been considered in [22] 
(time-varying and bounded uncertainties, a Riccati equation approach, time-varying 
delay, uncertainty, state feedback), [30] (time-varying and bounded uncertainties, a 
Riccati equation approach, constant delay, output feedback) or in [17, 18] (IQC 
uncertainties, LMI approach, state-feedback and dynamic state feedback). 

1 All the correspondence should be sent to this author 
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The development is essentially based on the 'generalized' Riccati theory presented 
by Ionescu and Weiss [7] which is an extension of the famous Popov's positivity 
theory [27] to the indefinite sign case, usually encountered in game-theory situations. 
To be more specific, our results are based on the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of the stabilizing solution to an adequate Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov 
system (KYPS) of indefinite sign, called KYPS in iJ-form\ This approach, combined 
with the Krasovskii theory for time-delay systems, leads to explicit representation 
formulae. The delay system class considered includes discrete and distributed delay 
terms and can be seen as a special case of infinite-dimensional systems described by 
distributional convolutions (see [20] and the references therein). Note that the results 
presented here extend previous results obtained by some of the authors [9, 10,11, 23], 
and can be further extended to multiple delays and/or structured uncertainty. 

The novelty of the approach lies in the way to interpret the Lyapunov - Krasovskii 
functional as a quadratic index for an appropriate linear time-invariant system. Note 
that an overview of some finite-dimensional interpretations and related (closed-loop) 
stability results for linear time-delay systems can be found in [20]. Further comments 
can be also found in [24, 29]. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the problem statement is given; 
Section 3 addresses some basic results on Popov theory. The main results are pre
sented in Section 4. The 7i°° problem is considered in Section 5. A numerical 
example is presented in Section 6. Some concluding remarks end the paper. For the 
sake of clarity, the proofs of some results are included in Appendix. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Consider the state-delayed system including 'discrete' and 'distributed' delays (fol
lowing the terminology proposed in Kolmanovskii and Myshkis [12]) of the form: 

x(t) = Ax(t) + A1xi(-T1)+ I* A2(0)xt(-6)d9 
Jo 

+5itii(*) + -92ti2(0i (!) 

where xt represents the translation operator xt(6) = x(t + 0), and A2(6) is a piece-
wise continuous function, x(t) £ Rn is the state, ui(/) £ Rmi, u2(t) G R™2 are 
the disturbance and control inputs, A, A1, B{ i,j = 1,2 are constant matrices of 
appropriate dimensions; T\ is the 'discrete' delay (to reconstruct the state at t we 
need information only in a 'point' of the interval [t — Ti, *]) and T2 corresponds to the 
'distributed' delay due to the integral 'action' (information on all interval [t — T2,t]). 

We are interested in finding a memoryless controller of the form: 

u2(t) = F2x(t) (2) 

that simultaneously 

- stabilizes the system (1), i.e. the closed-loop is exponentially stable and 

- achieves the 7 - attenuation property, that is 

HT-iuill < 7, 
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where TVlUl is the LMinear bounded input-output operator defined by the 
closed-loop configuration obtained by coupling. 

Several discussions on the delays Ti and T^ will be also considered. Note also that the 
proposed approach can be easily extended to multiple discrete and/or distributed 
delays by an appropriate construction of the corresponding Lyapunov - Krasovskii 
functional. Note also that the idea used here is to construct a Lyapunov candidate 
that allows, in some sense, to 'decouple' present state (seen in the usual sense) from 
delayed state (see also the guided tour proposed in [24] for discrete delays). Such 
functional (defined on an appropriate product space) allows the use of appropriate 
finite-dimensional techniques (matrix pencils, LMIs, Riccati equations) for deriving 
sufficient conditions. 

Unlike the techniques previously mentioned, our interest is directed towards the 
tools offered by the generalized Popov theory. The interest on such techniques 
is twofold: firstly, we may give some alternative computational schemes for the 
analysis and synthesis of some class of delay systems (by using appropriate Unite-
dimensional interpretations), and secondly, we may extend the generalized Popov 
theory developed for linear systems to some classes of infinite-dimensional systems 
(i.e. time-delay systems). The main interest of the authors is to propose some 
tractable methods (in fact, easy to compute) for the analysis and design of some 
classes of (time-varying) delay systems. 

Notations. In the sequel, we will drop the explicit time dependence of x(t), u\(t) 
and U2(t) on t for brevity. 

3. SOME BASIC RESULTS ON THE GENERALIZED POPOV THEORY 

In this section, several basic notions and results concerning matrix pencil techniques 
applied to general Riccati theory are presented. The present developement is essen
tially based on the theory exposed in Ionescu and Weiss [7] or in Ionescu, Oara and 
Weiss [8]. Some comments on the delay-independent stability of linear time-delay 
systems have been considered in Niculescu and Ionescu [21], or in Niculescu [20]. 

Definition 1. Call E = (A, B\ P) where A G Rnxn, B G Rnxm and 

= PT G .ft(n+m)x(n+m) Q L 
Lт R 

a Popov triplet. 

Frequently, the extensive notation E = (Ay B\ Q, L, R) will be used. 
Let E = (A, B] Q) L, R) be a Popov triplet and let 

j = "J-ГПi 

IГП2 
mi + rтi2 = m (3) 

be an arbitrary sign matrix. Associated with E the following two objects: 
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(1) The Kalman-Popov-Yakubovich system in J form (KPYS(E, J)) 

The following nonlinear system with unknown X, V, W: 

R = VTJV 

L + XB = WTJV 

Q + ATX + XA = WTJW 

is usually denoted as the KPYS(S, J). 

(2) The extended Hamiltonian pencil EHP(E) AM - N where 

м = 

(4) 

N = 

/» 0 0 ' 
0 In 0 ) 
0 0 0 _ 

A 0 в 
-Q -Aт -L 
Lт Bт R 

(5) 

[ M, N Є д ( 2 n + m ) x ( 2 n + m ) . 

Definition 2. Any triplet {X) V, W) for which (4) is fulfilled and in addition X = 
XT, V is nonsingular and of lower-left block triangular form 

V = Vи 0 
V21 V22 

(6) 

partitioned in accordance with J in (3) and A + 5 F is exponentially stable for 

F = -V~lW, (7) 

called the stabilizing feedback gain, is called a stabilizing solution to the KPYS(S, J). 

Definition 3. The EHP(E) is said disconjugate if it has a stable proper deflating 
subspace V of dimension n and, in addition, if 

V = 

is any basis matrix for V(V = (V)), then V\ is nonsingular. 

Recall that V is said to be a stable proper deflating subspace [7, 26] of an arbitrary 
matrix pencil AM — N if NV = MVS> MV is monic, S is Hurwitzian and V = (V). 
A relevant result of the generalized Popov theory is [8]: 

VI' n 

V2 n 

з m 
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Theorem 1. Let E = (A, B\ Q) L, R) be a Popov triplet and J any sign matrix as 
in (3). Then the following statements are equivalent: 

1. R is nonsingular and the KPYS(E, J) has a stabilizing solution (X, V, W)\ 

2. The EHP(E) is regular and disconjugate and, in addition, if R is partitioned 
in accordance with J in (3), i.e., 

R = 
Rn R\2 

Rì2 R22 

then 
#22 > 0 , -sgnR-= J. 

If 2 is true, then (see Definition 3) X = V2 Vf1 and F = VaVf1. 

(8) 

(9) 

4. MAIN RESULTS 

In a first step, let us consider the following delay system: 

J x = Ax + Aix.(-ri) + £ - A2(6) xt(-6) d0 + Bu, 

[ x = <j> o n [—r, 0] 
(Ю) 

where x e Rn is the state, u G Rm is the input, A,AX G - R n x n , B G Rnxm

} A2(-) is 
a piecewise continuous function, r = max{ri, r 2} is the delay and <j) is any continuous 
n-valued function on [—r, 0]. 

Let E = (A.B'.Q.L.R) be a Popov triplet where the entries A and B coincide 
with A and B in (10). Let Rd\ G ftnxn and consider the extended time-varying 
Popov triplet 

Ľv= [AĄA^ A2(-) B];Q,[Q 0 L), 
Rdí 0 0 

0 Rđ2(-) 0 
0 0 R 

( П ) 

(v from time-varying) associated to (10), where Rd2 is a continuous time-varying 
function with some sign constraints. 

Such extended Popov triplet allows to reduce the control problem of a time-
varying delay system to a time-varying system free of delay. For the sake of simplicity 
we shall not address such problem here. 

Remark 1. If A2 is a constant matrix, we recover the time-invariant Popov triplet 
used in [23] with Rd2 asymmetric and strictly negative-definite matrix. Furthermore, 
if A2 = 0, we recover the Popov triplet proposed in [11]. 

The approach considered here is based on the following extended time-invariant 
(parametrized) Popov triplet 

£ e = A,[A! M?(S) B];Q,[0 0 L], 
Rdi 0 0 

0 - / „ 0 
0 0 R 

(12) 
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where: 

м = Г A2{ ){S + єI)-lA2{ )тå , S = Ś 
jo 

- QT (13) 

for some matrix S (seen as a parameter). 
We shall see later how the considered control problem for (10) is reduced to some 

algebraic properties of the extended triplet E e . The idea is to interpret such problem 
as a control problem of an appropriate system free of delay. Furthermore, the cor
responding Lyapunov - Krasovskii functional will be interpreted as an appropriate 
quadratic index for the associated system. 

Let also the following (extended) sign matrix 

Je = 
-I: 2n 

- / • 2n 
LГП\ 

-m2 J 

(rai + ra2 = m) (14) 

be considered. Let 5 , L and R be partitioned in accordance with J in (14), i.e., 

B = [fli B2], L = [LX L 2], R = 

The basic result of this section is 

Iřn Iři2 

R\2 ^22 
(15) 

T h e o r e m 2. Assume that the KPYS(S e, Je) has a stabilizing solution (X, Vei We). 
Let the stabilizing feedback gain Fe be partitioned in accordance with Je in (14), 
that is, 

" Fd 

Fe = -vrlwe = El 
E2 

Let also u be split in accordance with B in (15), i.e., 

(ìб) 

u = 
У>2 

Ш i 

77І2 

Let S be a symmetric and positive-definite matrix and e a positive scalar. Assume 
further that 

where 

X > 0 

Дц < 0 

Rd2{т2) < 0 

Q + Rdi + Rd2{0) > 0 

Rd2{ ) = Rd2{0) + {S + єIn) , e[0,т2] 

Q = Q + L2F2 + FTLІ + F^R22F2. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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Then the state feedback 
u2 = F2x (23) 

stabilizes (10), i.e., 

i = Áx + A1xt(-T1) + tfA2(6)xt(-6)d0, 
(24) 

x = <t> on [—r, 0] { 
defines an exponentially stable solution for all <f>. Here A -= A + B2F2. 

The complete proof is given in Appendix and makes use of the following Lia-
punov - Krasovkii functional: 

V(xt) = xT(t)Xx(t)+ I xT(0)(-Rdl)x(0)d0 
Jt-Ti 

+ f xT(6) (-Rd2(t - 0)) x(0) d0, (25) 
Jt-T2 

where X -= XT > 0 and Rd\ — RT
X < 0 are given before; the time-varying matrix 

function Rd2 is constructed according (21). Note that since the inequality (19) 
is satisfied and S and e are positive, it follows that — Rd2(£) is a symmetric and 
positive-definite matrix for each f 6 [0, T2\) etc. 

As specified, the idea is to see (25) as a quadratic index for an appropriate time-
invariant linear system free of delay, and, thus to apply the generalized Popov theory 
to such system. Note also the particular construction of the matrix function Rd2(-), 
which simplifies such interpretation. 

Remark 2. Since the Liapunov - Krasovskii functional (25) is very general, one 
may construct various S-parametrizations (not only linear!) of the time-varying 
matrix function Rd2(-), for which Theorem 2 is still true. 

Thus, due to the particular form of the distributed deiay, if, for example, Rd2 is 
a continuous increasing (decreasing) function, we need "strong" conditions only in 
2 points: 0 and T2) etc. 

Remark 3. Using the results developed in [21], it follows that one may relax 
the condition Rd\ < 0 to Rd\ < 0, and thus to use more general forms for the 
corresponding J matrix. For the sake of simplicity, we have not presented such 
analysis here. 

Remark 4. It is easy to see that if T\ is a continuous time-varying function, with 
bounded derivative as in [22], i.e. 

h(t)<Pi<l, / ? € « , (26) 

then the Theorem holds if one changes Rd\ by yrj-I?di. Note that the corresponding 
Liapunov - Krasovskii functional changes similarly. 
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Similar technique can be used if we assume that T2 is a continuous time-varying 
function. 

For the sake of simplicity, we shall not develop such extension here. 

A natural consequence of this Theorem is given by the following: 

Corollary 1. If all the conditions in the statement of Theorem 2 hold, then 

f x = Ax + A1xt(-T1) + f*2A2(t-6)xt(-0)de) 

\ x = 0 on [-r, 0] 

defines a linear bounded input-state operator from L+'mi into L+n. 

P r o o f . By L+ 'r we mean the Hilbert space of norm square integrable Cr-valued 
functions defined on [0,co). The proof is a trivial consequence of the exponentially 
stable evolution defined by (24) (see also [6, 28]). • 

Taking into account Theorem 1, an equivalent form of Theorem 2 can be stated 
as follows: 

Theorem 3. Assume that the EHP(Ee) is disconjugate. Assume also that 

S > 0, R22 > 0, sgnR = J, Rdi < 0. (28) 

If 
V2V1"

1 > 0 (29) 

and both (18) and (20) hold, then (23) stabilizes (10). Here 

Vi 
v2 
v3 

n 
n 

n + m 

is any basis matrix for the maximal stable proper deflating subspace of the EHP(Ee) 
and 

Fe = VsVf1 

partitioned as in (16). 

Remark 5. Theorem 3 provides easy checkable sufficient conditions for the sta-
bilizability of the state-delayed system (10) (see also [21]) in terms of algebraic 
properties of the associated matrix pencil. 

Let Q be any n x n symmetric matrix. Let E = (AyB,Q, L, R) be the Popov 
triplet constructed with Q and with entries of Ee . Associate with E the "usual" 
Popov index [4] 

*<*••>-([:]•[£ * ] [ : ] > (30) 

where (x, u) G L+n x L+ 'm and x and u are linked via (10) for some </>. 

Then we have (for the proofs, see the Appendix): 
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Proposition 1. Let us consider a symmetric matrix Q satisfying 

> 0- (31) Q L2 

L2 R22 

Assume also that all the conditions in the statement of Theorem 2 hold except (20) 
which is modified as 

Q + Rdi + Rd2(0)>Q (32) 

where 
Q = Q + L2F2 + F2

TLT+F2
TR22F2. (33) 

If the controller (23) stabilizes the delay system and <j) = 0, i.e., (10) becomes (27), 
then there exists ( > 0 such that 

^ (0 ,« i )< -C>i -E i x | | i , v U l e L i m i (34) 

where 
Js(0,Ul):= JsCO.u)!^^^. (35) 

Proposi t ion 2. Assume that all conditions in the statement of Theorem 2 hold. 
Assume additionally that 

Q + Rdl + Rd2(0) > 0 (36) 

where 
Q := Q + LF + FTLT + FTRF. 

Then 

j x = Ax + .Aix t(-ri) + J0
T2 A2(6) xt(-0) d0 + Bxui 

[ v\ = —F\x + u\ 

(with x = 0 on [— r, 0]) defines a linear boundedly invertible operator on F+
,mi. 

Using all the results presented before, we shall state and prove the main result of 
this paper. 

Theorem 4. Let (10) together with the quadratic cost defined by the right-hand 
side of (30) be given. For arbitrary mi, m2 such that m\+m2 = m, let B) L and 
R be partitioned as in (15). 

Assume that there exists three n x n symmetric matrices S > 0, Q, Rd\ and a 
positive scalar e such that the KPYS(SC, J€), where Ee

 ai-d Je are defined by (11) 
and (14), respectively, has a stabilizing solution (X, Vei We) and let the stabilizing 
feedback Fe be partitioned in accordance with (16). 

Assume also that the following conditions all hold: 

1. X>0 

2. Q L2 

L\ R22 
> 0 
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3. Rn < 0 

4. Rd2(r2) < 0 

5. Q + Rd\ + Rdi(0) > Q 

6. Q + Rd\ + Rd2(0) > 0 

where 

Q = Q + L2F2 + FTLT + F2
TR22F2 

~Q = Q + L2F2 + FTLT + FTR22F2 

Q = Q + LF + FTLT+ FTRF 
Rd2(0) = Rd2(0) + (S + eIn)6, ee[0,r2}. 

Then 

a. u2 = F2x stabilizes (10) 

b. There exists Co > 0 such that 

Mo,^) <-coWmWl v « i e 4 ' m i 

where Js(0,ui) has been defined by (35), (30). 

P roof , a. follows directly from Theorem 2 combined with 2 and 4 in the state
ment (see the proof of Proposition 1). 

b. From Proposition 2 it follows that there exists Ci > 0 such that 

Ibilli = ll«i - ^i^iii > Cill«illi- (37) 

Using Proposition 1 the conclusion follows by substituting (37) in (34) and putting 
co = CiC D 

5. ft°°~CONTROL 

In this section the theory developed in Section 4 will be applied for solving the W°°-
control problem formulated for state-delayed systems. Such a problem is stated as 
follows. 

Let the system 

J x = Ax + -4ix t(-ri) -F fj2 A2(e)xt(-9)d0 + BlUl + B2u2 

\ S / i= Ci£ +D11W1 + D12W2 

(where x = 0 on [—r, 0]) be given. Here x is the state (in the usual sense), u\ and 
U2 are the disturbance and control inputs, respectively, and t/i is the output to be 
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controlled. The state x is assumed to be accessible for measurement. We are looking 
for a state feedback law 

u2 = F2x (39) 

which stabilizes (38) and achieves 7-attenuation property for the closed-loop system, 
i.e., there exists en > 0 such that 

-T2IKIIl + l|yi|li<-co|Klll v u i e 4 ' m i (40) 

or equivalently the system 

i = {A + B2F2) x + i4ix t(-ri) + / ; 2 A2(0) z t(-0)d0 
+B1111 (41) 

Vl = (C1+D12F2)x +-0111*1 

(where x = 0 on [— r, 0]) defines a 7-strictly contractive input-output map. Here 7 
is a prescribed tolerance for the attenuation level. 

Introduce 

rni m2 

B = [Bi в2] 

Q = CjCu L = [L, L2] = Cf[Dn D12] (42) 

(43) 

R = Rц R12 • -үl + DnDn DnD12' R = 
R12 I^22 Dj2Dn Dj2D12 

Then we have 

Theorem 5. Assume that there exist two n x n symmetric matrices Q and Rd 
such that all the conditions of Theorem 4 hold with respect to the particular data 
(42). Then for F2 given in Theorem 4, (39) is a solution to the H°°-control problem 
stated above. 

Proof . Let E = (A,B;Q,L,R). Then 

-r= = -7 2 IM2 + l|yiH.I (44) 

as directly follows by simple computation from (42). Apply Theorem 4 to (44) and 
the conclusion follows trivially. • 

Note that Q in Theorem 4 reads now as Q = CJF2CIF2 where C\F2
 = Ci + D\2F2. 

6. AN EXAMPLE 

In this section a numerical example is presented to illustrate our approach. It should 
be pointed out that there are few results in the literature addressed to this problem 
(Dugard, Verriest eds., [2]). 
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Let the following unstable distributed state-delayed system given by: 

Å = 

Bi = 

1 0 
0 1 

1 
0 

A , = 
1 0 
0 1 

B2 = 

A2( ) = 

, Oi = í 1 1 1 D 

0 
0 

12 1] 

The problem is to find a memoryless controller 

u2 = F2x 

that achieves simultaneously closed-loop stability and 7-attenuation. 
The prescribed tolerance is 

7 = 0.5 

(45) 

(46) 

Choose Rd = .Then the extended Popov triplet (see (12)) is 

Ee = (A,[AI M(T2)i Bi £2];Q,[0 0 Li F2], 

) 

Rd 0 0 0 
0 -Һ 0 0 
0 0 - т 2 0 
0 0 0 1 

(47) 

and (see (14)) 

Je = 

' -I 
- 1 

1 
(48) 

As we consider here e = 0 and taking 5 = 2 * 7 , the equation (13) yields M(r2) = 

diag (0.5^-, 0.5^-). But (47) is equivalent to the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) 

associated with E e , that is, 

ATX + XA + Q - ([0 0 L] + X[Ai M(r2)i B]) 

Rd 0 0 ' ' 0 " 

0 -I 0 0 + 
0 0 R . \ . Lт . 

Aï 
M(T2)ІT 

Bт 

X = 0 . 

Solving this Riccati equation we find that X = /(Q, M ( T 2 ) ) . The stabilizing solution 
X is still positive for 72max = 113. Let us check the conditions stated in Theorem 4. 

The first condition is fulfilled when Q > Q 1 * * ° r *^ e n e x t ^ v e o n e s ' w e °^ta^n 

2) and 3) are obviously fulfilled 

4) Rd2(r2) = Rd2{0) + ST2 < 0. That means Rd2(0) < -

5) and 6) are fulfilled whenever Q > —Rd2(Q) — Rd\ + Q-

0.7 0 
0 0.7 
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13.7 0 
0 13.7 Therefore all of the conditions stated in Theorem 30 hold for Q > 

,and consequently: u2 = [—0.62 — 8.56] x is the desired Rd2(0) < -

feedback law 

0.7 0 
0 0.7 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

An extension of the generalized Popov theory to the case of delay system with dis
crete and distributed delays has been done. Our interest has been focused on the 
memory less controller design for 7i°° -control problem stated for systems described 
by retarded functional differential equations. As future research directions we sug
gest: a) the analysis of the general time-varying case; b) statement of necessary 
solvability conditions in terms of signature condition] c) investigation of observer-
based compensation technique. 

APPENDIX 

A. Proof of Theo rem 2 

Since (X, Ve, We) is a stabilizing solution to the KPYS(Ee, J e) , it has the following 
form: 

Rл 0 0 " 
0 - 7 0 
0 0 R _ 

[0 0 L] + X \Ai Af(тs)- B 

= V/JeVe 

= WÍJeVe (49) 

Q + ATX + XA = WjJeWe. 

Taking into account Definition 2 in conjugation with (14), the first equation in (49) 
leads to the following structure for Ve: 

where Vdp = 
V, d\ 

Ve = 

Vd2 

Vdp 

V 

Vdp 

Vц 0 
V21 V22 

(50) 

Let We be partitioned accordingly, i.e., 

we = 
[ wdp 1 

= 
Г wdp ] 

Wi 
w2 

w 
= 

Г wdp ] 
Wi 
w2 

(51) 

where Wjp = [Wjt Wj2]. Substituting (50), (51) in (49), leads to the following form: 

[Rdi -I R] = [-VZVM -Vj2Vd2 VTJV] 
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XAi XM(T2)%\ = [-Wj.Vdi -Wj2Vd2] 

L + XB = WTJV 

Q + ATX + XA = -Wj1Wdi-Wj2Wd2 + WTJW. 

Using (16) one gets 

r ¥ , _ i , „ -, r f t . 1 T -V~l 

Fdp 

(52) 

Fe = 
-VdÿWdp 

-v~lw 
Fi 
ғ 2 

-VdVWdp 

-V^Wi 
V22

lV2iV{[íWi-V22
lW2 

where the structure (6) has been also taken into account and where 

A+[Ai M(T2)* B] 

(53) 

Fdi 

Fdi 

ғ 
is uniformly asymptotically stable. 

Let now 

Г 0 1 0 
Fe,2 := L Һ ì — Ü 

E2 

(54) 

and let X.e,2 be the F^-equivalent of _Ce in (11). Following Theorem 1 and taking 
into account the zero structure of Fe.2 in (54), the updated form of the last equation 
in (52) corresponding to £e,2 is 

ATX + XA = -Q- W&Wd! - Wj2Wd2 + {W+ VF2)
TJ(W + VF2). 

Furthermore 

0 

(55) 

w + vғ2 

Wi 

w2 
+ 

Vii o 
V21 V22 L VЌV21VЌW1-VЌW2 j 

W1 
/ - - l l V^V^Wl 

from which 

(W + VF2)
TJ(W + VF2) = -WfWi + WfV^V&ViiV^Wi 

= WTV{[T(-VTVii + VT V2Í) Vfi1 Wi. (56) 

Taking into account (15), the second equation in (52) yields, by equating the (1,1) 
entries 

Ri^-VZVii + VZVn. (57) 

With (57) in (56) and then with (56) in (55), one gets eventually 

T т / - T ; A1 X + XA = -Q - W^Wdi - WІ2Wdi - Wi Vӣ1 RцV^Wi (58) 
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where 

Rn := —iZn > 0 (59) 

as follows from (18). 
We introduce the Lyapunov functional 

V(xt) = xT(t)Xx(t)+ I xT(6)(-Rdl)x(6)dO 
Jt-Ti 

+ I xT(6)(-Rd2(t - 0)) x(0) <W, (60) 
Jt-T2 

where X == XT > 0 and Rdl = RT
X < 0 are given before; the time-varying matrix 

function Rd2(-) is given in (21). Note that since the inequality (19) is satisfied, it 
follows that — Rd2(£) is a symmetric and positive-definite matrix for each f £ [0, T2]. 
Simple computations prove that there exist two positive numbers <Ii, d2 such that 

d1\\x(t)\\2<V(t,xt)<d2 sup | | x ( 0 ) | | 2 . (61) 

ee[t-T,t] 

Taking the Lyapunov derivative of (60) with respect to (24), one obtains: 

V(xt) = xT(ATX + XA)x + x(t-T1)
TATXx + xTXA1x(t-T1) 

+ ( f * A2(0)x(t-0)d$\ Xx + xTX ( f 2 A2(0) x(t - 6) d6 j 

+ x T ( - R d i ) x - xT(* - n ) (-Rdl) x(t - n ) + xT(-Rd2(0)) x 

- XT(t - T2) (~Rd2(T2)) X(t - T2) 

+ f xT(9 + t){^^-)x(0 + t)d6. (62) 

Since 

2xTX I * A2(0)x(t -0)d0 
Jo 

< xTx( r A2(0)(S + eI)-1AT(e)de\ Xx (63) 

+ / 2 xT(t + 0)(S + el) x(t + 0) d0, 
Jo 

and since we have (52), we can write the corresponding equations of the KPYS(Ee)2, Je) 
(see the structure of Fe<2 in (54)), and (62) becomes: 

V(xt) < -xTQx - xTWj1Wdlx - xTWj2Wd2 - xTWTV{[TR^V^WiX 

- xTWjx Vdlx(t - n ) - x(t - n)TVj, Wdlx-x(t- n)Tv\\Vdl(t - r2) 
+ xTRdlx - xTRd2(0) x - xT(t - r2) (-Rd2(T2)) x(t - r2) 

+ xTXM1/2M1/2Xx (64) 

where both (20) and (58) have been used. With (61) the proof is completed via the 
Krasovskii stability theorem [6]. 
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B. Proof of Proposition 1 

In order to obtain a criterium for 7 - attenuation for the distributed time-delay 
system, we shall associate an index defined from C([— r, 0] x L+

,m to R by 

JzЛФ,u):= 

X Q 0 0 L X 

(t-n) 0 Rđi 0 0 x(t-n) 
X 1 0 0 Rd2 0 X 

u Lт 0 0 R u 

(65) 

which will be called an Extended Popov index. 
Here (x,u) is any pair satisfying (1) and in addition it belongs to L+n x L + m . 

Here (•, •) stands for the L+-inner product. 
Assume that the KPYS(E e,J e) has a stabilizing solution (X, Ve,We). Assume 

also that there exists a pair (x,u) £ L+n x L+m such that (1) is fulfilled for some 
(j>. Then the following evaluation holds: 

^ O M < -\\Wdx + Vdx(t-Tl)\\l + (Wx + VuiJ(Wx+Vu))+xTXxo 

(x0 = 3(0)). (66) 

The proof of 66 is straightforward using only algebraic manipulations 
Notice now that: 

(67) 9 ъ \ 1 ғ т ] ' Q L2 ]\ I 0 
. Lт R22 ] [ E2 I L2 R22 0 / 
' Q L2 ]\ I 0 
. Lт R22 ] [ E2 I 

As (31) holds, (67) shows that Q > 0. Hence (32) implies (20) and consequently 
Corollary 1 works and </s(0,ui) defined by (35) makes sense. 

Let 

^ « ( 0 , « i ) : = JS.(0,U)\U2=F2* (68) 

which makes sense as well. Since 

and 

I2.0M) := 

ЉCMi)---

X 

x(t-тi) 
X 

u 

x Q Li x 

" i j ' LT Rn [ " i 

Q 0 0 L 
0 Rdí 0 0 
0 0 Rd2(0) 0 

Lт 0 0 R 

x 
x(t - n) 

X 

u 

(69) 

(70) 

it follows from (69) and (70) and (66) that J E ( 0 , UI) and Js«(0, ui) are linked by 

•IB(O.ui) = Jze(0,vi)-(x(t-n),Rdix(t-n)) (71) 

- (x, Qx) + (x, ~Qx) - (x, Rd2(0) x). 
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Set u2 = F2x in the right-hand side of (66) and obtain with (54) 

• ISe (0,t i l )< 

< -\\Wdx + Vdx(t-n)\\l 

I W1x + V11u1 

\ W2x + V^iui + V22u2 

-(Wix + Vцщ) 
W2x + V2iщ + V22u2 )> 

(72) 

= -\\Wdx + Vdx(t - Tl)\\l + (til - Fix, (-Vft Vh + V£V21) (m - Fix)) 

= -\\Wdx + Vdx(t - Tl)\\l - (tii - Fix, fln(tii - Fix)) 

where u2 = (V^2
1V21V{[lW1 - V~^W2)x. 

Here (58), (60) have been considered. 
Substituting (72) in (72), one obtains (see also (60)) after some algebraic compu

tations: 

• /E(0, tii) < -\\Wdx + Vdx(t - Tl)\\l - (x, (Q + Rdl-~Q + Rd2(0)) x) 

- / V(xt) d* + (x(t - r2), Rd2(r2) x(t - r2)) - ^ ( m - F.x)^. (73) 
Jo 

As (32) holds, (34) follows from (73), where £ > 0 is the least eigenvalue of Rn. 

C. Proof of Proposition 2 

According to Corollary 1, t-«i '—• fi is an L\ operator. Let 

x = Ax + Axx(t -n)+ I A2(t - 0) xt(-e) d0 + B1v1 

Jo 
til = Fix +vi (74) 

be the inverse system of (37). Here A = A + B1F1 = A + B1F1 + B2F2. Let us show 
that 

tT-2 

x - Ax + Axx(t - n ) + / A2(t - 0) Xt(-9) d0, x = <f> on [-r, 0] 
Jo 

defines an exponentially stable evolution for all <f>. Proceed similarly to the proof of 
Theorem 2 and consider _Ceji - the Fe.i-equivalent of Ee where 

5,1 = ҺH = o 
Ei 
ғ 2 

Then, as W + VF = 0, the updated form of the last equation in (53) is 

ATX + XA = -Q- WlWdl - Wj2Wd2 
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and (64) becomes now: 

V(xt) < -*T(0 + / f c i + i M O ) ) * H ^ C>0 

as follows from (36). Thus the proof ends. 

(Received December 11, 1998.) 
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